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Introduction
This periodic report on conversations about foreign nationals on South African social media covers the first two
weeks of July 2022. It follows a Lay of the land report that provided an overview of conversations from January
to May 2022 and a periodic report that covered June 2022.
The Centre for Analytics and Behavioural Change (CABC) is monitoring the conversation because incidents of
xenophobic violence in South Africa are increasing in their regularity and this poses a risk to social cohesion
and democratic stability. In the lay of the land report, it was observed that Operation Dudula is dominating the
conversation and growing in its influence, where growth is measured by tracking mention volume over time.
CABC posited that Operation Dudula is a xenophobic influence operation. The analysis showed that Operation
Dudula's online reach continued to grow. Online messages that include news or information about Operation
Dudula are often paired with "Put South Africans First" messaging, an infamous campaign out of which
Operation Dudula appears to have evolved. Similar hashtags and keywords are used in both the Put South
Africans First and Operation Dudula campaigns on Twitter. More than being an online influence operation,
Operation Dudula also engages in vigilante actions, where people affiliated with Operation Dudula are going to
places where foreign nationals are living, trading or working and demanding that undocumented persons leave.
Persons representing the campaign in media interviews and social media content tend to flip flop on whether it
is all foreign nationals or only undocumented foreign nationals that they take issue with. It could be that the
mixed messages about the extent of the involvement in xenophobic violence by Operation Dudula is so that
persons of importance for the group avoid liability for any damages. It could also be that they are not really as
involved on the ground as they appear to amplify over social media. Regardless of the nature of the messages,
the net effect of the content that is being generated is that there is more hate speech that incites intolerance
toward migrants, refugees, asylum seekers and stateless persons in South Africa.
Research Methodology
To obtain the information that is presented in this report, CABC made use of social media listening tools. A
sample of social media content about foreign nationals in South Africa was obtained for the first two weeks of
July 2022. Keywords were gathered and a query created in advance of the lay of the land report being
generated. Categories were created for themes in the conversation. The keywords for the query were kept the
same as those used for January to June 2022. Refer to Appendix A for a list of keywords used. The query
returned a sample rate of 100% for the period 01 to 15 July 2022. Content sources include twitter, facebook,
youtube, news publications and blogs.
Conversation volume and trends
During the two week reporting period, more than 259k mentions were created by more than 60k unique
authors (figure 1). A mention is any piece of content gathered from the sources mentioned above that includes
one or more keywords that are found in the query for the dataset. The mention volume was up by 18%
compared to the prior two week period. At 60.23k, the number of unique authors has increased by 20% - up
from 50.32k authors in the last two weeks of May 2022. The total number of retweets was down by 14% with
over 142k retweets. The total reach of the conversation - the number of people who viewed the content - for
the first two weeks of July is 487.48 m.
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Figure 1: mentions and unique authors: 01 July 2022 - 15 July 2022
Mention volume is being generated more by individual accounts rather than organisational accounts such as
those of media organisations, political parties or NGOs (figure 2). The volume generated by individuals is
usually higher than organizations on Twitter. There were two peaks detected in the conversation. Peak A
occurred during 10 to 13 July 2022 driven by individual accounts and Peak B on 13 July 2022 driven by
organisational accounts.

Figure 2: mention volume by account type
During Peak A, mention volume was 87% higher than usual, driven by:
● 7697 mentions using the hashtag #nhlanhla_lux
● 13257 mentions using the hashtag #putsouthafricafirst
● 15697 mentions using the hashtag #operationdudula
● 2246 mentions using the hashtag #senzomeyiwatrial
During Peak B, mention volume was 48% higher, driven by:
● 87 mentions using the hashtag #cosafacup2022
● 113 mentions using the hashtag #operationdudula
● 49 mentions using the hashtag #sabcsportfootball
● 54 mentions using the hashtag #putsouthafricansfirst
● 26 mentions using the hashtag #kellykhumalo
In Peak A, the mentions that were driving the spike in conversation the most were #nhlanhla_lux,
#putsouthafricafist and #operationdudula. The #senzomeyiwatrial was also topical and there were also
mentions of the hashtags #voetsekeff and #voetsekanc. Voetsek is a derogatory expression that translates
roughly to ‘go away’ or ‘get lost’.
In both Peak A and Peak B, there are hashtags that relate to the Senzo Meyiwa trial. In the conversation, when
there is something topical occurring, a trend is to engage in hashjacking, where the hashtag is hijacked and
paired with other hashtags to increase the visibility of the content. The figure below contains tweets from this
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conversation where hashjacking is used. In the post that contains a clipping from SABC news, the hashtags
#putsouthaficansfirst and #operationdudula are used to discuss alleged link between unemployment and illegal
immigration. However, #KellyKhumalo, referring to a South African singer who was in a relationship with
murdered soccer player, Senzo Meyiwa, and has nothing to do with inciting xenphobic hate as far as we can
see, is also used in the post to amplify content.

Figure 3: tweets where hashjacking is used
In Peak B, the number of hashtags that relate to sport is interesting to observe as sport could be a way of
generating social cohesion. Among the authors in the conversation are genuine users that are influenced by
the campaign. In the organic conversation, sport is being discussed by accounts that also speak about foreign
nationals and this is supported by figure 4 below which indicates the top interests of the authors in the
conversation.
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Figure 4: Top interests for authors in the conversation
While the volume of the conversation by individual accounts is far higher than that of organisational accounts,
the reach that an article by a mainstream media outlet achieves can be significant. For example, the tweet
below contains the link to a news article with a reach of 364k:

Figure 5: tweet of a news article
Given the reach that mainstream media houses have, negating trust in their content and directing negative
sentiment to their brands could be part of the Operation Dudula campaign strategy. As the figure below shows,
the sentiment associated with the hashtag #voetseksamedia is very negative. The example tweets in figure 6
provide an illustration of the anti media messaging that can be found in the conversation.
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Figure 6: negative sentiment towards SA media and example tweets directing negative sentiment
Tweets with links to clips can get quite a high number of views and retweets. The tweet in the figure 7 below is
an example of how videos can go viral in the conversation in a manner that incites hatred or violence. This clip
depicts an attempted hijacking. In the very first frame, the signage for a Home Affairs branch office is visible.
The cryptic tweet content says “This country is really getting out of control. Zimbabweans #tembisa minnie
royal am.” It has been retweeted almost 2000 times. The video has had 164.1k views. The post scored 973807
for reach, a metric showing how many users could have been reached by this content, meaning that this post
reached nearly a million users. AfricaCheck fact checked the claims 1 and found that there was no evidence
that the three attackers are ‘Zimbabweans’ and incident in Klerksdorp, not Tembisa. Despite no verified
information about the nationality of the persons who appear to be attempting a hijacking, users can make
assumptions when viewing such content. The responses to the video include instances where some users
engaged in inciting hate towards Zimbabweans. For example, one user implies that it would be a blessing if the
man had shot the ‘Zimbabweans’ attempting to commit a crime.

1

AfricaCheck. 22 July 2020.No evidence three attackers in viral South African hijacking video are ‘Zimbabweans’ – and
incident in Klerksdorp, not Tembisa. No evidence three attackers in viral South African hijacking video are ‘Zimbabweans’
– and incident in Klerksdorp, not Tembisa.
https://africacheck.org/fact-checks/meta-programme-fact-checks/no-evidence-three-attackers-viral-south-african-hijacking
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Figure 7: Tweet containing a link to a video and responses to the tweet
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In the most shared URLs (figure 8), the top number of mentions is of a Sunday Independent news article about
the Hawks case against President Ramaphosa. This indicates a trend that we have noticed since the lay of the
land report for the conversation about xenophobia to take on a fervently anti-ANC and particularly
anti-Ramaphosa stance. The next most mentioned URL is an IOL News article about Minister of Arts, Culture,
Sports and Recreation Nathi Mthethwa appointing Yusuf Abramjee to lead the National Steering Committee of
Social Cohesion Advocates (SCA) that is focusing on GBV, racism and xenophobia. News articles in the most
shared URLs also included articles about: a drug lord, a case relating to hiring foreign workers, a defamation
case that Aaron Motsaoledi is bringing against the lawyer acting for Zimbabwe permit holders and foreigners
obtaining study visas.

Figure 8: Most shared URLs
The key hashtags in the conversation about foreign nationals were #operationdudula, #putsouthaficansfirst and
putsouthafricansfirst (see figure 8). This is consistent with what the key hashtags were in the prior report.

Figure 9: Trending topics in hashtags
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There continues to be negative sentiment that is directed towards the EFF and ANC. What stands out in the
conversation is that the messaging is interspersed with content about the Phala Phala farm robbery coupled
with a call for President Ramaphosa to resign. The hashtags accompanying these calls are:
#cyrilramaphosamustgo, #ramaphosamustfall, #ramaphosamustgo, and #cyrilmustresign.
A series of tragic events have occurred at taverns. At Enyobeni Tavern in the Eastern Cape, methanol
poisoning resulted in the deaths of 21 teenagers, including youth who were under the legal drinking age. A
spate of shootings took place on the weekend of 9-10 July that led to the deaths of 22 people. This occurred at
three taverns - Samkelisiwe Tavern in Sweetwaters, Pietermaritzburg, Soweto Tavern in Nomzamo Park and
Katlehong tavern. Before the police officially declared who the suspects were, Nhlanhla Lux from Operation
Dudula used the opportunity to conflate the tavern deaths with his own political agenda, claiming that it is
possible that foreigners were involved. However, Police Minister Bheki Cele later made it clear that South
Africans were arrested in connection with the shootings (see figure 10). However, when the arrests related to
the Soweto Tavern Shooting were made, Police Minister Bheki Cele made it clear that the suspects who had
been arrested were South Africans.

Figure 10: tweet containing video of Nhlanhla Lux interview
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The tweets below represent some of the content where there was speculation about the nationality of gunmen
who are responsible for the shooting at Soweto Tavern. In the content there is an assertion that the country is
under attack, with the implication being that it is foreign nationals who are carrying out the crimes that are
being identified as terrorism in some of the content.

Figure 11: tweets containing speculation about Soweto Tavern shooting
After the speculation about foreign nationals being responsible for the shootings, there was also content
containing speculation that it was a distraction designed to deflect from other serious issues such as
loadshedding, what government plans to do at Eskom and the charges that were brought against President
Ramaphosa (see figure 12).

Figure 12: tweet containing speculation about deflection tactics
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When looking at the retweeting of content containing the most prominent hashtags, the highest percentage of
retweets are of tweets containing the hashtag #nhlanhla_lux, #phalaphalafarmgate, #putsouthaficansfirst,
#wewantourcountryback and #voetsekanc.
#

Hashtag

1

#operationdudula

2

Tweets

Retweets

All Tweets

Impressions

Retweet
percentage

Retweet
for every
tweet

10496

81014

91510

248529200

772%

8

#putsouthaficansfirst

7016

64092

71108

163700110

914%

9

3

#putsouthafricansfirst

3345

19464

22809

55490320

582%

6

4

#putsouthafricafirst

2133

7440

9573

28572503

349%

3

5

#nationalshutdown

970

8133

9103

37192165

838%

8

6

#nhlanhla_lux

593

8454

9047

29924585

1426%

14

7

#phalaphalafarmgate

582

7135

7717

20661890

1226%

12

8

#voetsekanc

717

6132

6849

15248902

855%

9

9

#wewantourcountryback

659

5754

6413

15269197

873%

9

10

#voetsekeff

577

4280

4857

12406763

742%
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Figure 13: Hashtags

Sentiment
The sentiment in the conversation continues to be more negative than positive as figure 14 below shows. The
negative spike in sentiment coincided with an arrest and the positive spike at B is associated with sport.
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Figure 14: Sentiment over time
The incident that was associated with the highest spike in negative sentiment is the one below - there are a
variety of tweets on the same weekend as the three tavern shootings that refer to the arrest of a Mozambican
national in Dayveton who was in the possession of bombs (unverified content):

Figure 15: incident sparking negative sentiment peak
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The spike in positive sentiment at B was driven by a match between Banyana Banyana (South African ladies
soccer team) and Nigeria.

Figure 16: tweet about AWCON2022 tournament
Within the content that contains negative sentiment, there is a change that has occurred that is worth noting.
This is that where Nhlanhla Lux has been growing in popularity, there is now a lot of content about him that is
negative in a manner that appears to be for the purposes of reducing his popularity. This is coming from some
who are aligned with the Operation Dudula / Put South Africans First and there has been content with a
negative sentiment to the effect that Nhlanhla Lux is an ANC member and tweets containing a photo of
Nhlanhla Lux where the messaging says he is standing with an advisor to President Ramaphosa. There is also
significant sparring between accounts that propagate Operation Dudula messaging and EFF supporters. With
both driving negative sentiment towards each other.

Top accounts driving the conversation
Due to the extent of which xenophobic and afrophobic content is being propagated via Twitter, it is of interest to
determine which authors are the top tweeters.
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Figure 17: Top tweeters by volume for 1-15 July 2022
As the prior report identified too, @masotobe39 is the handle with the top mention volume. The author
information in the public profile identifies the user as a former Correctional Officer and a business woman.

Figure 18: Account information
The figure below shows the keywords that represent the content tweeted by @masotobe39:
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Figure 19: Keywords representing Masotobe39’s content
The word cloud provides a clear indication of why this account is the top tweeter by mention volume in the
conversation. Release the Home Affairs Audit and Forensic report are calls that have been made by the
handle. In terms of the countries that the handle focuses on, Zimbabwe, Nigeria, Botswana and Lesotho stand
out. A variety of political parties are mentioned in their content, most prominently the ANC, then EFF and then
Patriotic Alliance (PA).
None of the top four accounts by volume reveal their actual identities in their twitter profile information. The
amount of tweets generated by each account appears to be high (figure 17). Particularly for Lolo Bee
(@GuardianOfSA) where the account was only created on 2 February 2022. Vuurhoutjie3 (translated means
matchstick 3) joined on 13 May 2022 and has already retweeted over thirty thousand tweets.
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Figure 20: Account information of top four tweeters

Themes and subthemes
The key themes remain similar to the prior reporting period and include Operation Dudula, Foreigners,
Zimbabwe, Nigeria and South Africans. The focus on Zimbabweans and Nigerians continues.
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Figure 21: Subthemes in the conversation
CABC is monitoring subthemes in the conversation. The sub theme categories are crime, Gender-Based
Violence, jobs, legislation and hashtags containing the term ‘voetsek’. When compared to the prior reporting
period, the mention volume has increased the most in the subtheme of crime, which makes sense given the
incidents that occurred at taverns and a range of incidents of crime which can be found within the
conversation. Mentions about Gender-Based Violence are also up. The volume of mentions directing negative
sentiment using the term voetsek (go away) rose slightly as well. The mentions related to legislation were
down the most (by 74%) followed by jobs (down by 6%). In the discussion about legislation, there are decisions
that are being challenged through court actions brought by civil society organisations, for example related to
the Zimbabwean Exemption Permits. That the rationality of government’s decisions are being challenged in
court provides an indication of the severity of the challenges in the landscape. Escalating to the level of the
judiciary implies that other methods of resolving the crisis have failed.
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Figure 22: Benchmark Mention Volume for Categories for Jul 01, 2022 - Jul 15, 2022 against data from Jun 16,
2022 - Jun 30, 2022
There were five peaks in the category content. Peaks A and B related to the term voetsek (directing an insult
that drives negative sentiment). Peak C entailed an increase in Gender-Based Violence content in the
conversation. Peak D (which appears behind C) is a spike in legislation related content and Peak E in crime
related content.

Figure 23: Mention volume for days by categories
In Peak A, the volume was 450% higher than usual. This relates to the category ‘voetsek’. The content was
relating to the hashtag #nationalshutdown (549 mentions). The content largely rebuked the EFF using the
hashtag #voetsekeff (819 mentions). It was clear that the negative sentiment towards the EFF was being
directed by the Operation Dudula campaign. There were 898 mentions using the hashtag #operationdudula.
The gist of the rebukes were that in townships, communities are in crisis. There have been killings in taverns.
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But the EFF is busy with politics. Its leadership is calling for Ramaphosa to resign, but communities are not
getting any support from the party. Within the peak, there were numerous retweets of a Tiktok video set to the
tune of a Pharell Williams song, the words of which include that the government is stealing from us and that
South African children are not happy.

Figure 24: Tiktok video retweets
Peak B also relates to the category ‘voetsek’. In this peak the volume was 420% higher than usual, driven by
620 retweets of a tweet (see figure 15) mentioned earlier in the report which relates to an alleged arrest in
Daveyton of a Mozambican national who was found with bombs. This occurred on the same weekend as the
spate of tavern shootings. The peak was also driven by 927 mentions using the hashtag #putsouthaficansfirst
and 756 mentions using the hashtag #voetsekanc. A tweet that was retweeted in this peak contained a
complaint that has become more prominent recently which goes that illegal immigrants are committing crimes
and when citizens stand against that they are crying xenophobia to hide behind.
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Figure 25: Tweet crimes are hidden behind cries of xenophobia
Peak C is content that relates to Yusuf Abramjee being appointed to lead the National Steering Committee of
Social Cohesion Advocates (SCA) on GBV, racism and xenophobia. The volume was 347% higher than usual
at this peak. While there were positive comments about the appointment, not all were of the opinion that it
would be a good fit. (see figure 26).

Figure 26: Tweet critiquing appointment of Yusuf Abramjee

In Peak D (behind Peak C), the volume was 116% higher than usual. This peak relates to Minister of Home
Affairs, Dr Aaron Motsoaledi, making a remark about the court case that relates to the Zimbabwean Exemption
Permits (see figure 27).
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Figure 27: Tweet critiquing appointment of Yusuf Abramjee
In Peak E, the volume was 105% higher than usual, driven by 842 mentions using the hashtag
#putsouthaficansfirst and the retweet of the tweet below (figure 28). This equivalence is interesting in the
sense that CABC has previously noted that the xenophobic conversations have hallmarks that resemble the
tactics used in the ‘Make America Great Again’ (MAGA) campaign that Donald Trump used where foreigners,
particularly Mexicans were blamed for social ills and taking American jobs.

Figure 28: Tweet drawing equivalencies between USA and RSA
What is evident in the content that far more than isolated instances of individual citizens engaging in hate
speech, there are sustained formulations to the messaging and this is part of what is inciting heightened levels
discrimination, hostility and violence towards migrants. The following formulations have been identified through
a daily process of monitoring sample tweets:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Foreigners are responsible for crimes such as hijackings, human trafficking, rape, kidnappings, selling
drugs in communities and scamming people.
Foreigners are taking our jobs and livelihood opportunities.
Foreigners are depriving citizens of services and benefits. They are taking up beds in our hospitals and
living in our RDP houses.
The police are not doing their job.
The government is not doing its job.
Key opposition parties are not an option in 2024 because they stand with foreigners.
The mainstream media cannot be trusted.
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●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Businesses cannot be trusted because they illegally employ foreigners and pay them low wages.
The villains are foreigners, the ANC led government, the EFF for supporting foreigners, the media,
business elites and nonprofits / civil society organisations because their funders drive their agenda.
Communities are on their own. Nobody is going to do anything about it but ourselves.
We will have to expose the crimes and take actions to address it ourselves.
Look at the proof of the crimes that we found foreigners doing at these places. No one is doing
anything.
We will have to drive foreigners out of businesses that employ many of them and out of
neighbourhoods where they are living in large numbers.
The foreigners who are here do not have scarce skills. Informal trading is not a scarce skill.
The undocumented are here illegally. Their undocumented status is part of how they break our laws.
It is not xenophobic to expect foreign nationals to respect the rule of law in South Africa.
The heroes are those who take (vigilante) action.
The heroes are newer political parties and independent candidates. Vote for them in 2024.
Foreigners must go back home.
All foreigners must go back home, not only undocumented persons.
The only way that they will hear is if we go and chase them out.
We want our country back.
The countries that migrants come from are managing their borders. South Africa must do the same.

Operation Dudula protests and launches
The online campaign that directs hate speech is paired with increasingly overt actions such as protests that
result in violence. There have been numerous instances where violence has ensued during or shortly after an
Operation Dudula protest or action. This includes destruction of property, fires, shootings and killing foreign
nationals. There is a trajectory to the way the campaign has evolved from being a covert, online campaign to
being increasingly overt and executed with a growing extent of impunity. A further indication that there is an
escalation is that in the content there are references to terrorism (see figure 11 for examples).
Operation Dudula has been holding launches in a number of cities and towns across South Africa. Although
not always very well attended, the launches indicate that there are efforts to expand OD’s presence
geographically. Figure 29 below provides examples of calls to attend OD events found on social media:
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Figure 29: examples of Operation Dudula launch/protest material

Conclusion
This fortnightly report has provided a snapshot of the conversation about foreign nationals in South Africa
during the first two weeks of July 2022. The mention volume for the conversation has continued to grow, as
has the number of unique authors. During the two weeks, shootings at taverns occurred resulting in 22 deaths.
This and other incidents of crime dominated the conversation. Within the conversation, there may be
inauthentic behaviour indicated by the high percentage of retweets are of tweets containing the hashtag
#nhlanhla_lux, #phalaphalafarmgate, #putsouthaficansfirst, #wewantourcountryback and #voetsekanc. Key
accounts within the conversation were found to be exhibiting behaviours that could be markers of behaviours
designed to manipulate the conversation. This will be examined further through network analysis. The
landscape is characterised with escalations such as litigation, assertions within the conversation that there is
terrorism occurring and increasing levels of intimidation and violence.
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Appendix A: search terms used in query
afrophobi* OR amagrigamba OR amakula OR amakwerekwere OR amashangaan OR grigamba OR
kwerekwere OR "kwere kwere" OR makwerekwere OR amasomalia OR "ama zimbabwe" OR "vala iborder"
OR awaywithborderlesssa OR fraudentlyobtainedgohome OR nigeriansmustfutsek OR nigeriansmustvoetsek
OR nofreeeducationforforeigners OR nofreeeducationtoforeigners OR putsouthafricafirst OR
putsouthafricansfirst OR shangaan OR voetsekafricanscarceskills OR voetsekemployerswhohireforeigners OR
foreignersmustleavesa OR voetsekhomeaffairs OR illegalforeignersgohome OR anchatessouthafricans OR
massdeportation2021 OR 2021cleansa OR southafricansarepeopletoo OR putsacitizensfirst OR "put south
africa first" OR "put south africans first" OR notozimpermits OR putsouthaficansfirst OR voetsekzimbabweans
OR foreignersmustgohome OR nigeriansmustgo OR saimigrants OR "consortium for refugees" OR dudula OR
employsouthafricans OR saisnotforsale OR notozimworkpermits OR psaf OR putsafirst OR
southafricansarenotlazy OR operationdudula OR "operation dudula" OR safirs* OR closebeitbridge* OR
"zimbabwean immigration" OR onsbaizanie OR operationfiela OR dudulamovement OR mzabalazo OR
"patriotic SAns" OR "Foreigners Must Voetsek" OR NoChineseinSAParlia* OR Someonetellsouthafrica OR
AvoidxenoAndleaveSa OR y3y3AmaGhana OR InfluxOfImmigrantsMustStop OR FightBackToSaveSouthAfrica
OR FightBackForSouthAfrica OR MzansiCitizensFirst OR DefendSouthAfrica OR amakwirikwiri OR Amanaija
OR Amagweja OR "SA First" OR "hambani ngoku" OR "abana possport" OR amanaija OR amagweja OR
amazayizayi OR mojapere OR amavambo OR amaghana OR amavezandlebe OR amarhanuka OR
amagrigamba OR amarhanuka OR amaqaba OR amazim OR abasezim OR ngalamagweja OR "asinifuni
apha" OR "hambani apha" OR igweja OR "elizweni lethu" OR "basithathela umsebenzi" OR mabaphume OR
mabagoduke OR asinifuni OR "bangapha kwecingo" OR arrestronnymarhule OR CleanSA OR fake-ugee OR
DeportANCleaders OR DeportNigeriansInRSA OR ShutDownHomeAffairs OR dudula202* OR "Operation
dudula" OR Sowetouprising OR "Elvis Nyathi" OR "Phambili Dudula" OR "Nhlanhla Lux" OR nhlanhlalux OR
OperationDudulaKZN OR "Viva dudula" OR "SAn citizens" OR "Diepsloot 7" OR "south africans are tired" OR
"A dump squib" OR "#AkayiNdawo" OR maputjuputju OR "go diragalang" OR "officer mabena" OR
southafricawillbegreatagain
OR
((foreign*) AND (("ANC" OR "African National Congress") OR ("EFF" OR "Economic Freedom Fighters") OR
("PA" OR "Patriotic Alliance") OR ("ActionSA" OR "Action SA")))
OR
(((foreign* NEAR/5f (employ* OR job* OR tax* OR welfare OR work* OR illegal)) OR (immigra* AND (employ*
OR job* OR tax* OR welfare OR work* OR illegal)) OR (visa OR identification OR passport OR ID) OR
(uprisingagainstforeigndomination OR "border security" OR wewantourcountryback OR
releasehomeaffairsauditnow OR "Close the boarders" OR ISAYNoToillegalimmigrants OR "Take back our
country" OR "We will get our country back" OR "permanent residence audit" OR 15millionillegalmigrants OR
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rejectcriticalskillslist OR takehomeaffairstocourt OR notoxen* OR "Return to your country") OR chinese OR
malawi* OR mozambabwean OR mozambique OR nigeria OR somali OR zimbabwean OR zimbabwe OR
swazi OR (xenophob* OR afrophob* OR undocumented OR deport*)) AND country:ZAF)
NOT ("GAIT ACC ID" OR djsbu OR skeemsaam OR dstv403 OR thewifeshowmax OR afcon2021)
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